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glossary

Skygard

1.GAME CONCEPT
A) SKYGARD INTRO

Welcome to SKYGARD, a revolutionary Anime inspired NFT ARPG game
built around P2E and F2P mechanics, where you can buy, sell, collect
items as NFTs, get rewards by farming, staking, and much more.
Skygard will be launched in the Binance Smart Chain due to security,
speed, fees, and general adoption.
The game is being developed in Unreal Engine 4, providing graphic
fidelity and smooth effects without compromising performance. One of
the standout features in SKYGARD will be Battle Royale Mode, and the
countless ways players can earn money in and out of the game.
We don’t want to create a game that in the future becomes inaccessible
due to high prices and fees, for that reason we will always be F2P with
economics built around progression and return on investment.
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Our economics are broken down into three aspects:
1) $ SKG (deflationary), is our native token for paying fees using “The
Forge” and “The Marketplace”, as well as the main currency for trading
and purchasing items. It can be purchased in the open market, earned by
gaming, and by staking rewards.
2) Arcane Points (inflationary) is the in-game currency freely earned and
spent; it provides the possibility of progressing towards a P2E model to
all players that want to join for free.
3) NFTs, which can be minted for equipment, pets, vanity items, and
special tickets. The holder of the NFT(s) is the sole owner of said item and
has full commercial rights over it.
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All NFTs will be tradeable at The Marketplace where players can buy, sell,
and collect their rewards as NFTs or in-game tokens. Players will be able
to use the Marketplace to get stronger weapons, armors, and spells or
just exchange them for our native token (SKG). It will also be needed for
forging and merging items at The Forge.
Rewards will be always distributed as players progress in any of our game
mechanics. Rewards (more details below) will be given in the form of
NFTs, $SKG and Arcana Points (in game points).
The game will have at launch 5 playable classes (Guardians): Warrior,
Ranger, Dancer, Dark Mage and Wizard. Players will be able to
customize their characters with a vast array of useful and vanity items,
matching their favorite play style. Such as: Cosmetic items, weapons,
skins, armors, pets, mounts and much more.
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1.GAME CONCEPT
b) gameplay
Users will have control over one of the Guardians throughout
the game journey. The game will be played in 3rd person, from
an over the shoulder view to provide the best experience in an
ARPG game. All in-game items are tradeable at our
marketplace.

CLASES
GENERAL
Free to Play & Play to Earn.
You can create up to 3 Guardians.
Progression is individual of each
Guardian.
Equipment = NFTs.
Appearance Customization & Transmog.
Max Level at launch will be 100.

Warrior.
Ranger.
Dancer.
Dark Mage.
Wizard.

End Game progression.

EXPLORATION
Cities.
Towns.
Camp posts.
Dungeons.
6 biomes at launch:
- Highlands.
- Prairie.
- Coast (tropical)
- Swamps.
- The Void.
- Skyland.

EXPLORATION

EQUIPMENT

A specific section will be added separately in order to
explain in detail each class, biome, special equipment’s,
monsters, and more.

Skygard
EQUIPMENT

CLASES

World Events (PVE)
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Armor (Helmet,
Chest, Gloves,
and Boots.)
Trinkets (2 Rings)
Weapons
(one 1 Handed or
2 Handed.)
Pets.
Rarities: Common,
Uncommon, Rare,
Epic, Legendary.

2. THE FORGE
The Forge is a unique Skygard feature where players
can do a diverse set of actions to their items. The
ultimate goal is to let players maximize the value of
their items for progression and to improve profits. Low
rarity items on the Forge can be performed with Arcane
Points while the rest would require SKG.

These are the actions the player will be able to
perform in the Forge:
Crafting: It creates new items out of resources
gathered playing and progressing, or resources
collected from dismantling.

Dismantling: It deconstruct items to its most basic components and destroy items for
its resources.
Upgrading: It transform an item to a higher-level using resources.
Fusion: It fuse 2 or more items to create a more powerful one.
Imbue: Adds specific stats, elements, and traits only to weapons and armors.

3. MARKETPLACE
This is the in-house place where players and NFT
owners will be able to trade, buy and sell their items in
$SKG.

All farmed items in-game can be purchased
or sold in the marketplace letting the player
to decide whether to sell for profit or try the
Forge for better items and progression.

All transactions that take place in the marketplace will incur in a small fee in SKG.
This will drive demand towards the token and will make it scarcer, since all fees will
be burned.
Our mission with SKG sustainability is to create value to the investors and players
that hold SKG. Opposite to Arcane Points which will be only accessible playing the
game, but with limited use.
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4. TOKEN TYPES
We will have an economy driven by 3 types of assets:
(SKG) Skygard: Primary token in the project, deflationary through burning
mechanism used in the marketplace and outside (decided by the
investors/holders). $SKG will provide investors the maximum exposure in
terms of ROI. Moreover, SKG is needed to further progress in the game, as it is
also a utility token for maximizing items in the Forge, trading in the
Marketplace, and game progress*. Staking will be only possible with SKG. The
limited amount of fully diluted supply will be announced shortly.
Arcane Points (AP): In game currency, fully inflationary as it is obtained only by
playing the game. Its main purpose is to allow players to access and make early
progress in the game without the need of investing in SKG. However, progress
with AP is limited, and at some point, if the player wants to further progress,
SKG will be needed. On the contrary, AP and SKG will be needed at end game
progress (I.e. Access to special events, drops and raids).
NFTs (Non-Fungible-Tokens): Are all the in-game items: equipment, pets,
passes, vanity items, special rewards, resources and basically the digital
representation of the loot. The holder of the NFT has full commercial rights
over the item.
*Game progress after early level areas – More details will be given as launch
date comes closer.
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5. PLAY TO EARN
MECHANICS
Our mission is simple: to build a fun game for players
whilst creating a secure reward system that benefits
investors and players.

Skygard is a free to play game that will let players to freely progress and get
rewarded with Arcane Points and a small portion % of SKG to be distributed
among players. However, the main token will always be SKG which can only
access via DEX/CEX to either be hold, staked and/or used for progression (see
point 4).
P2E (Pay to earn) progression: *This information is subject to change and
improved based on community feedback and game development
SKG rewards upon completion of quests, world events, dungeons, and
special events.
Trading high valuable items at the Marketplace. (Ties to the forge usage as
well)
Winning in PVP modes:
- Battle royale - Deathmatch - Team vs Team - Duel
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F2P (Free to Play) progression: Everyone can play Skygard without holding
SKG, but progression will be limited to early stages of the game only. Meaning:
Level Cap
One (1) playable biome
Limited usability of The Forge
Trading not possible at the Marketplace
PVP will be available
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Skygard project seeks long term stability and sustainability, even through the
highs and lows on which the industry moves on. Bearing that in mind, $SKG,
our native token, will tackle supply and demand in 2 different ways.
First, SKG is deflationary (▼Supply ▲ Time), it has a limited number of tokens to
be emitted and a burning mechanism tied to the game “usage”. Meaning more
users, trades and SKG use in game will lead to a lower supply.
Second, organic increase in demand will come from Investors (token holders)
and/or players. Both will be incentivized to hold, stake and use $SKG creating
supply shock and price increase per token. Most of our in-game mechanics are
tied to the usage of the token to maximize progress and profits for the player,
as well as, rewards for those who choose to stake only.
Lasty, our commitment is to the community and all big decisions will always be
consulted. In no way Skygard has an economic liability to its holder, but we are
building one the most ambitious games in the industry in terms of Gameplay
and returns.

7. TOKEN ECONOMICS
Skygard project has a predefined token allocation in the following concepts:
Private Sale
Advisors
Public Sale
Development Found
Play to earn
Skygard Dev
Staking Reward

The Token Generation Event (TGE) will trigger the Private and Public Sale.
Only 10% of the tokens available for the Private Sale are going to be release in
this stage, an additional 10% will be released in this channel every 3 months (2
years and 3 months to complete the release). Public sale will have available 25%
on the tokens since TGE, an additional 25% will be released every 3 months (9
months to complete the release)
Advisors are key in an early stage of development of the game, so for this
concept 50% of the tokens will be released in TGE, the remaining 50% will be
released in two additional releases every 6 months (1 year to complete the
release).
To guarantee enough funds for game development an all the additions and
upgrades we plan for the project, the development fund and the Skygard fund
will have a yearly release of ~14.28% ensuring a constant flow of income for
growth (7 years to complete the release).
Finally Play to earn and Staking rewards will have a difficulty progression:
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8. SCHOLARSHIP
The game allows players addressed as "scholars" to earn Arcane Points.
Arcane Points and SKG are native tokens of Skygard Game that allow
users to earn real-time income by playing the game.
What is the Skygard Game Scholarship?
The Skygard Game scholarship lets players, or scholars, who wish to play
the game but do not possess adequate financial resources, these scholars
are often brought in by managers - players with the required Arcane
Points or SKG tokens but not enough time to play the game.
This is where a Skygard Game Scholarship comes into action. Managers
provide the unused Arcane Points or SKG to the scholars to initiate the
game on the manager's behalf. This allows scholars to earn passive
earnings that are later split between the manager and the player/scholar.
A scholar gets a character from the manager to commence the game. The
revenue earned by the scholar usually follows a 60/40 (subject to change)
ratio.

How to Apply for a Skygard Game Scholarship?
To earn a Skygard Game Scholarship, a user must keep these essentials in mind:

A user must look for managers or Skygard Game members who are
actively looking for scholars.
Contact the managers and ask to become a scholar. Having an
exceptional gaming experience can boost your chances of becoming a
scholar.
Once selected, get your free Character from Managers and begin the
game.
Of course, like anything in cryptocurrency, make sure you trust the
manager/scholar in this partnership by doing all the necessary research
into the deal, to ensure you aren't scammed.
How To Transfer a Skygard Game Character into Scholar Account ?
If you're a manager seeking scholars, here's how to set up the scholar:

Create an account on Skygard Game for the scholar.
Select the Character you would like to send to the scholar.
Fill in the wallet address of the scholar.
Send the Character into the scholar's account.
Save the account QR code and give a copy of the same to the scholar.
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9. ROADMAP
2021
Full Game development
Advisor’s committee
Marketing Strategy
Building

The game has been in development for most of the 2021. Now we
are confident to release our V1 of the roadmap.

2022
q1

Marketing Kickstarts
Game footage release
Board of influencers and backers’ release
Token economics V1

q2

Marketplace goes live
Special NFT drops for the community and initial sale

2023
We aim to have V1 of
the game launched
during Q1 of 2023, an
exact date and roadmap
update will be given
during Q2 balance.

IDO
CMC and CGC listing
CEX listing

q3

Staking goes live
Closed Beta
+CEX Listing
The Forge release

q4

PVP Beta Release with SKG game options
Major partnership announcement (gaming industry)
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10. LEGAL
The information on this document is for general information
purposes only. It is not intended as legal, financial or investment
advice and should not be construed or relied on as such. Before
making any commitment of a legal or financial nature you should
seek advice from a qualified and registered legal practitioner or
financial or investment adviser. No material contained within this
document should be construed or relied upon as providing
recommendations in relation to any legal or financial product. Key
Media does not recommend or endorse products and does not receive
remuneration based upon investment or other decisions by our email
recipients, publications, newsletter or website users.
Copyright © SKYGARD Association
The copyright in this document and the material on this website
(including without limitation the text, computer code, artwork,
photographs, images, music, audio material, video material and
audio-visual material on this website) is owned by SKYGARD
Association.

